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Consider the salient features of a car (not really big data): 
 miles per gallon (MPG) 

 top speed 

 acceleration 

 number of cylinders 

 horsepower 

 weight 

 year 

 country origin 

 brand 

 number of seats 

 number of doors 

 reliability (average number of breakdowns) 

 and so on... 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hard to see patterns… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

a car as a 7-dimensional data point  



 

 

a database of cars 



 

 

after some clustering 



 

 

with mean trend 



individual polylines 



completely abstracted away 



blended partially 



all put together – three clusters 









Scene:  

 a meeting of sales executives of a large corporation, Vandelay 

Industries 

 

Mission: 

 review the strategies of their various sales teams 

 

Evidence: 

 data of three sales teams with a couple of hundred sales people 

in each team 

  



Meet Jim, one of the sales strategy analysts  

 he begins and constructs the following correlation graph  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Jim 

They’re related! 



He asks the TSP to compute an initial route  

It gives rise to this parallel coordinate display  

 

 

 

 

 



He asks the TSP to compute an initial route  

It gives rise to this parallel coordinate display  

 

 

 

 

 



He asks the TSP to compute an initial route  

It gives rise to this parallel coordinate display  

 

 

 

 

 



Now meet Kate, another sales analyst in the meeting room: 
 

“Hey, cost/won lead is nearby and it has a positive correlation with 

#opportunities but also a negative correlation with #won leads” 

Kate 



“Let’s go and make a more revealing route!” 

 so she uses the mouse and designs the route shown  



“Let’s go and make a more revealing route!” 

 so she uses the mouse and designs the route shown  



 

 

 

 

 

It is now immediately obvious: 

 the blue team employs a very different strategy than the green 

and the red teams.  

 it generates far fewer leads but spends much more resources on 

each  this gives it an advantage in the final outcome.  

 the blue team is also much more consistent than the other teams, 

as indicated by the much narrower band  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Kate notices something else: 

 now looking at the red team 

 there seems to be a spread in effectiveness among the team 

 the team splits into three distinct groups 

She recommends: “Maybe fire the least effective group or at 

least retrain them” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Let us again imagine a meeting of company executives at 

Vandelay Industries who now would like to make sales 

policies for the next year based on their three sales teams’ 

behaviours of this year 

 

Again, the data contains three sales teams of a large 

corporation with a couple of hundred sales people in each 

team 

 



Now meet John from the market planning department who 
always wants to create more opportunities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Since cost does not have strong correlations with other 
variables, the company can make any strategies for the other 
variables, and it will not influence the actual cost” 

John 



“The company should raise efforts to create more 

opportunities  for the next year without considering the 

money issue” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Emily, from the financial department, believes that there must be 

something wrong with this statement since cost should play an 

important role in the sales pipeline. 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

She notices these three sales teams behave quite differently. It is 

likely a mistake if they consider the three teams altogether.   

Emily 



She suggests that they plot the correlation maps for the three 

teams separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three teams have quite similar correlation patterns, which 

is consistent with her expertise that there must be some 

marketing model that guides the sales behaviors and the 

model should involve cost in it. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

There are 7 variables involved in the pattern: opportunities, 
cost, cost per won lead, # leads, # leads won, expected ROI, and 
pipeline revenue 

 the other variables are not highly related 

 so these 7 variables should be focused on as references to make 
decisions 

 

 

 

 

 



1 – increase the # opportunities (John’s idea) 

 cost per won lead will increase 

 the overall cost will increase  

 expected ROI will be reduced 

2 – reduce cost (her idea) 

 cost per won lead will have to be reduced  

 opportunities will then be reduced   

 expected ROI will be increased 

 



CEO Tom weighs in: 

 increasing cost is not preferred because this year’s expense 

already exceeds the budget 

 although the number of opportunities is reduced, the expected 

ROI will go up 

 

So Tom decides on business strategy #2  

 sorry, John 

Tom 


